century copy of the Hebrew original of Ecclesiasticus; which some scholars had believed was originally written in Greek, triggered his excitement. With the approval of the Cairene Jewish community Schechter emptied the Genizah of its contents and, with Lord Cromer's help, shipped some 140000 manuscript fragments (paper and vellum) to England. Acting on behalf of the Jewish community of Cairo, Schechter formally offered these fragments as a gift to the Cambridge University Library and, in 1898, the Senate of the University of Cambridge expressed its thanks to the Cairene Jewish community in a letter accompanied with a Hebrew translation.
The significance of the Genizah, however, goes far beyond the fact that it contains sacred Hebrew writings.
Manuscripts dating mainly from the tenth to the fifteenth centuries were also discarded in the Genizah indiscriminately, irrespective of their language, script and subject matter. Originally, these manuscripts probably belonged to The British Library, Oriental and India Office Collections, 197 Blackfriars Road, London SE1 8NG, England (formerly at Genlzah Unit, Cambridge University Library) private libraries of educated professionals from the Cairene Jewish community who were familiar with the Arabic language and literature. It is not surprising, therefore, that the Genizah contains not only Hebrew manuscripts but also Arabic manuscripts-; and that some of the Arabic manuscripts were penned in Hebrew script, that is to say Judaeo-Arabic". The subject covers not only biblical, liturgical and rabbinical texts, but also grammar, belles-lettres, poetry, folklore, philosophy, mathematics and astronomy, as well as numerous letters and documents including business, private, administrative and legal topics.
MEDICAL TEXTS
Against this background, turning to some of the 1600 fragments dealing with medical matters, it is possible to appreciate why the Genizah is an important source for investigating the interaction of Hebrew and Arabic medical traditions. A frequency count of texts indicates which Arabic and Hebrew medical works were most widely circulated and found in the libraries of Jewish doctors, with 'Ali" ibn 'Isa's 
JUDAEO-ARABIC FRAGMENTS
The languages in which the Genizah fragments are written are also significant to an understanding of the relationship between Hebrew and Arabic medicine and the transmission of medical literature. As mentioned previously, educated Jews were acquainted with the Arabic language, but generally wrote their Arabic in Hebrew script (Judaeo-Arabic) rather than in Arabic script. This was possibly one of the ways in which the Jewish community, a protected minority within Islamic society, maintained its own religious and cultural identity-. Many Arabic scientific and literary works were thus transcribed into Hebrew script by Jewish copyists for circulation within their own community. However, an Arabic text which has been transcribed into Hebrew script can no longer be considered to be purely an Arabic text, but rather a Jewish-Arabic text which, circulating among Arabicspeaking Jews, is integrated into Jewish culture. This is particularly true of the Genizah's medical fragments. An example of this phenomenon is AIr ibn 'Isa's Memorandum for Oculists, a popular and important Arabic textbook comprising three sections dealing with the anatomy of the eye, eye-diseases and their treatment, many fragments of this work from the Cairo Genizah being in Judaeo-Arabic. Another example is the tabulated work on general medicine by Abu al-Hasan Sa'td ibn Hibat Allah called The StifJicient Book on Medicine, which could well have been influenced by Ibn Butlari's Calendar 1 Health. Each medical topic is tabulated according to the disease (mara4), its cause (sabab), symptom ('ara¢) and regimen (tadbIr). A further example in our Genizah collection is Hunayn ibn Ishaq' s~estions on Medicine. From these fragments alone it is clear that in Oriental Jewish communities several Arabic medical texts were copied into Hebrew script, circulated and widely studied.
HEBREW TRANSLATIONS
The translation of Arabic medical texts into Hebrew is another cultural activity significant to the relationship of Arabic and Hebrew medicine", The family of translators most active in this enterprise were the Tibbonids who flourished in southern France during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. Oi.e of the Arabic medical texts which was translated into Hebrew is Maimonides's Commentary on Hippocrates's Aphorisms. Each aphorism begins with the heading 'amar Abuqtiit (' Hippocrates said') and is followed by Maimonides's running commentary headed 'amar ha-mifaresh ('the commentator said'). The Arabic original of this work, to the best of my knowledge, is not extant. The Genizah, however, contains numerous fragments of this work in the Hebrew translation of Moses ibn Tibbon. The number of codices of this work which have survived in Hebrew translations provides further evidence that this commentary on Hippocrates was popular within the Jewish community. Another example of an Arabic medical work translated into Hebrew is Avicenna's Canon On Medicine. The Hebrew fragments of this work found in the Genizah probably represent the work of Nathan ha-Meati of Cento, who flourished in Rome between 1279 and 1283.
While the Hebrew translations of Arabic medical texts are usually a later transmission in the manuscript traditions, they are certainly useful for clarifying readings in the original Arabic. They are also an important source for classifying medieval Hebrew medical terminology, a mammoth task which is a desideratum. An example of this is the medieval Hebrew medical term for 'dropsy' (shiquJ). Its meaning in this sense is not attested in dictionaries, but we know it can mean 'dropsy' from a Genizah fragment of the Hebrew translation of Avicenna' s Canon on Medicine in which the word appears. Clearly, the word shiquJ is a loan-translation from the Arabic istisqii':
From a literary point of view, the relationship between Hebrew and Arabic medicine is clearly demonstrated by the transmission of Arabic medical texts in Judaeo-Arabic and also by translations into Hebrew. As we have seen, the Genizah fragments provide ample evidence of both activities. The Genizah collection, however, is not rich in original Hebrew medical texts. This is probably because most of our fragments stern from Oriental and Sephardic Jewish communities, and not from Ashkenazi and Central European Jewry. However, the Genizah does include by way of original Hebrew medical works an almost complete codex of an anonymous Treatise On Fevers which refers to Bernard de Gordon's Lilium Medicinae; and fragments of an anonymous lexicon of materia medica which deals with the definition of simple drugs, their actions and uses, very much in the style of ibn al-Baytar.
SOCIAL DOCUMENTS
The Genizah evidence, as we have illustrated so far, indicates the Benre and popularity of medical texts which circulated among Jewish and Muslim doctors in medieval Mediterranean society. Providing further information concerning social aspects of medicine and medical practice in that society is the Genizah's documentary material: mainly letters, certificates, enquiries to religious leaders and court records. While a comprehensive survey of this material is not possible within the limitations of a short paper, the following examples serve to highlight some of the sources for our knowledge of dayto-day medical practice and patient-doctor relationships",
COURT RECORDS
Jews and Christians living in Islamic society belonged to protected minorities which enabled a number of Jewish doctors, often from family dynasties, to practise as court physicians". It is possible to identify Jewish doctors from the fact that in Genizah fragments the epithet al-Yahadr usually follows the doctor's name, for example, Makarim ibn lshaq al-mutatabbib al-yahadr ('Makarim ibn Ishaq, the Jewish physician'). In fact, the name of this particular Jewish doctor appears in a record, written in Arabic and witnessed by Muslim notaries, granting him permission to operate on a girl's left eye. The record also throws light on doctor's fees and liability. It reads: Nasir ibn [ibril came to Makarim Ibn 'Ishaq, the Jewish physician, together with his natural daughter called Sutayt, in whose left eye there was pus [kumnaJ. He requested the aforementioned physician to treat her eye with a sharp knife. If God, exalted is He, grants sight, his remuneration will be two dirhams. If the outcome is the opposite, he will evaluate the fee accordingly and the physician will be free from liability for that 8 It is interesting to note that the Arabic word kumna used here to describe the girl's eye-complaint is explained by Hunayn ibn lshaq in his Ten Chapters On the Eye 'as pus behind the cornea of the eye that prevents sight (hypopyon)' S.
Eye-diseases are the most frequent topics dealt with in
Genizah medical fragments.
With regard to eye-diseases, the following complaint is described in a letter, written in Judaeo-Arabic, addressed by a doctor to a certain ibn 'Ali. The writer describes the female patient as suffering from an ulcer on the cornea of the third type, in which the lens has become opaque like a piece of marble; and suffering also from acute ophthalmia. The writer also reports that the patient had been treated with phlebotomy, and a collyrium had been applied to the eyes.
RESPONSA
Correspondence between patient and doctor also seems to have been common practice. A typical example is the following medical enquiry to a doctor which is written in Judaeo-Arabic; the doctor appends his advice on the back of the note, also written in Judaeo-Arabic, but concludes with a Hebrew pietistic expression. As well as being practitioners, many Jewish doctors were also religious leaders.
Recto (patient):
How much bread, sir, am I permitted to eat? Is a gentle bath recommended? Which beverage is allowed? How much water may I drink?
Verso (doctor): Do not eat too much bread and take a bath on Sunday. As for drink, apple and lemon juices are recommended, as well as sorrel and rose water. Add chalk and purslane seeds to the water, and take small quantities when required. May He who heals the sick heal you 8 ,9 . There seems to have been some doubt among Muslims whether Jewish doctors could treat Muslim women. This is highlighted in a question addressed to Muslim religious leaders concerning a certain beardless Jewish eye-doctor.
What do the masters, the jurisconsults, the'imams of the religion and guides of the Muslims, say regarding a Jewish eye-doctor, without a beard, concerning whom Muslim certified witnesses have borne testimony that he is trusted in the practice of his profession to visit the family [huram) of Muslims. Is he permitted to do this, having received a testimony to that effect, or not? Grant us your decision, may God have mercy upon you!".
The Arabic word buram clearly refers here to the wives or female members of a Muslim household. That the eyedoctor is described as beardless seems to be significant, emphasizing either his youthfulness (and hence the danger of his being left alone with women) or his lack of medical experience and authority (resulting in the patients' lack of confidence in him). No response has been found.
That professional references were taken up to ensure the employment of suitably qualified doctors is evidenced in a Genizah document written in Arabic. In general, there seems to have been no religious discrimination. Comprising three drafts of a testimony witnessed by Muslims, it concerns the qualifications, honesty and good conduct of a Jewish doctor called Abu al-Hasan ibn Abu al-Sahl ibn Ibrahim. In the third draft it is stated: they testify with a testimonyconcerning which they haveno doubt or misgiving that he is a man of honour, soundness and good health, and that he is learned in the profession of medicine and knowledgeable about it in all its aspects, namely the treatment of diseases of the body and the cause of diseases of the eye, when they occur, and their correct treatment, and that he is well qualified for his profession and for what is required of him by way of trustworthiness, reliability, probity and integrity11.
Medical malpractice, however, is severely reprimanded and liable to court action. This is suggested in a notice, issued from a Jewish religious court (Beth Din), warning that any person will be excommunicated who, knowing the whereabouts of the doctor Abu al-' Ala' ben Yosef, does not inform the court. The doctor had probably been subpoenaed 11.
MEDICAL EDUCATION
Another topic treated in our fragments is medical education.
This would usually take the form of study under another doctor with whom one would read the appropriate medical texts. The Arabic verb used in this context qara'a 'ala, 'to study under someone', literally means 'to read something with someone'. In a Judaeo-Arabic letter, the author stated that he wished to study medicine with Maimonides but that Maimonides referred him to a colleague, named in the letter as al-Shaykh al-Muwaffaq. In the same letter he also throws light on standard clinical examination and diagnosis. For the author goes on to describe how on a later occasion, feeling excessively hot, he went to the same al-Shaykh al-Muwaffaq who, having examined his urine and felt his pulse, told him that he had no fever but dryness of the body and prescribed him barley gruel 1 1, 12. To sum up, there is no doubt that the Genizah's literary and documentary sources provide rich and ample evidence of the interaction of Muslims and Jews in medical practice. As the work of the Tavlor-Echcchter Genizah Research Unit at Cambridge continues to be published, its findings are proving an indispensable source for furthering our knowledge of the history of medicine in the Near East.
Note Based on a talk given at the Symposium on the Reception ifAncient Medical Literature, Bristol University, England, May 1995.
